
Something Happened in Our Town is 
designed to be read to children ages 4 to 8, 
and focuses on bias (prejudiced attitudes) 
and injustice (discriminatory actions) 
against african americans. Before reading 
this book to children, you may find it 
helpful to review the material in this note. 
in addition to providing general guidance 
about countering racism with children, 
this note offers child-friendly vocabulary 
definitions, conversation guides, and a link 
to additional online resources for parents 
and teachers. this information can help you 
feel more prepared to address the topic of 
racial injustice with young children.

while this book focuses on racial bias 
and injustice against african americans, 
the concepts are relevant for all children, 
including children from other ethnic 
minority groups and children with multi-
racial identities. this book provides 
messages of empowerment and positive 
community support, which help children to 
maintain a sense of balance and safety in 
our imperfect world. the book’s messages 
of acceptance can also be applied to other 
differences between people that children 
may encounter. in addition to bias based 
on race, children may confront stereotypes 
based on gender, disability, economic class, 
culture, family type, or other factors.

Countering raCism and raCial 
injustiCe with Children
it is understandable that adults want to 
protect children from life’s harsher realities 
to help them feel safe. therefore, many 
parents or teachers may not have discussed 

racial bias or police shootings with young 
children. parents of children from ethnic 
minority groups typically do talk to their 
children about racial injustice to prepare 
and protect them, but may not be sure when 
or how to start these conversations. For all 
adults, it is hard to find the right words 
when discussing this challenging topic. 

there are many benefits of beginning to 
discuss racial bias and injustice with young 
children of all races and ethnicities:

•  research has shown that children even 
as young as three years of age notice and 
comment on differences in skin color. 

•  humans of all ages tend to ascribe 
positive qualities to the group that they 
belong to and negative qualities to other 
groups. 

•  despite some parents’ attempts to protect 
their children from frightening media 
content, children often become aware 
of incidents of community violence, 
including police shootings.

•  parents who don’t proactively talk about 
racial issues with their children are 
inadvertently teaching their children 
that race is a taboo topic. parents 
who want to raise children to accept 
individuals from diverse cultures need 
to counter negative attitudes that their 
children develop from exposure to the 
negative racial stereotypes that persist in 
our society.

how to address raCial Bias  
with Children
hopefully, this book will help you begin  
one of many conversations about race and 

bias that will occur naturally as your child 
tries to make sense of the interpersonal 
world. the following are some guidelines 
for addressing racial bias in discussions 
with your child and other aspects of your 
daily life. 

general guidelines
•  take the time to address your child’s 

questions or comments. do not ignore or 
sidestep them with blanket reassurances 
(e.g., “we are all the same inside”).

•  if your child makes a negative 
racial comment, ask him or her in a 
nonjudgmental tone, “what makes you say 
that?” Your child’s answer may provide an 
opportunity to counter generalizations or 
to increase empathy.

•  encourage multidimensional views of 
others. preschoolers tend to view people 
as all good or all bad. You can help your 
child to recognize human complexity 
and learn to consider both similarities 
and differences between people in 
appearance, feelings, preferences, and 
behaviors.

•  Balance your acknowledgement of the 
reality of racism with messages about 
hope for change and the availability  
of help.

•  Be prepared to talk about what your child 
sees and hears. he or she may need help 
in understanding community events or 
news stories. it may be difficult to limit 
your child’s exposure to graphic images 
or overly detailed information about 
community violence, but try to do so to 
avoid inducing undue anxiety. 

actions speak louder than words
parents can also demonstrate behaviors 
that promote children’s positive attitudes 
towards racial and cultural diversity.

   make a proactive effort to regularly 
engage in activities with individuals 
from many cultures. ensure diversity in 
the media, toys, books, and art that are 
part of your child’s life at home  
and school.

•  make a rule that it’s not acceptable to 
tease or reject someone based on identity. 
if teasing occurs, try to find out what 
underlies the behavior. if the conflict 
is really about another issue, help your 
child recognize and resolve that issue. 
if the underlying reason is discomfort 
with differences, plan activities to try to 
overcome that discomfort. 

•  demonstrate and encourage acts of 
kindness toward others and activities to 
challenge injustice (e.g. protest marches 
or vigils).

unique issues for african american 
Families
parents of african american children often 
face unique challenges in addressing racial 
bias with their children. unfortunately, 
children of color are likely to experience 
racist encounters. here are some strategies 
to keep in mind:

•  Strive to promote a positive racial 
identity in your child by having ongoing 
conversations and reading books about 
contributions of african americans to 
science and culture, and by participating 
in community and family activities that 
contribute to a positive sense of self 
embedded within an african american 
community. 

•  prepare your child for racist encounters, 
beginning in preschool. if children feel 
safe, they can express their disagreement 
in an assertive but non-aggressive 
manner with peers who have made racist 
comments. 
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•  encourage your child to inform you or 
trusted adults (e.g. teachers) about 
racist behaviors from others. Your child’s 
disclosures will give you an opportunity 
to discuss how to maintain positive self-
esteem and respond appropriately to 
these challenging situations.

VoCaBulary words and  
Child-Friendly deFinitions
the following are some terms that might 
come up when you are discussing racial 
bias and injustice with your child, with 
child-friendly definitions.

discrimination: prejudice is about how you 
think and discrimination is about how you 
act. discrimination is the unfair treatment 
of a person or group of people because they 
are different from you. people discriminate 
against others because of their race, 
whether they are male or female, the 
country they come from, their religion, or 
other differences. prejudice (bad thoughts 
about others based on differences) can 
cause you to discriminate against (treat 
unfairly) people who are different. 

Fairness: Being fair means treating each 
person in a way that fits what that person 
needs. For example, it is not fair to give 
only one child in a family or classroom a 
treat or privilege for no good reason. it is 
also not fair to punish one child for no good 
reason. Being fair doesn’t always mean 
treating everyone exactly the same.  
parents don’t treat each of their children 
exactly the same because their children 
may be different ages and need different 
things. For example, younger children need 
more sleep, so they go to bed earlier than 
older children. 

immigrant: an immigrant is someone who 
was not born in this country but moved 
here to make this country his or her home. 
people who move or immigrate here may not 
speak our language and may act differently 
than people who were born in our country 
do. they may have different ways of doing 
things based on the way they did things in 
their country. these differences may cause 
people to be prejudiced towards immigrants 
or to discriminate against them. 

Prejudice: prejudice means believing 
negative or bad things about someone who 
is different from you without proof. You 
might have learned or been taught these 
beliefs. a person could have a prejudiced 
belief related to skin color, whether a 
person is a boy or girl, has a different 
religion, or comes from a different country. 
For example, a prejudiced belief implied 
in the story is that because omad, an 
immigrant, doesn’t speak english well, he 
will not be good at soccer. prejudice is a 
problem because you have already made 
up your mind or have a bad belief about 
someone before you know the person, and 
this is wrong.

race: often when people talk about the 
race of a person, they are noticing the skin 
color of a person. Black people or african 
americans often have skin that is a darker 
brown than that of white americans. most 
Black people have ancestors that came from 
africa. But there is a lot of variety in skin 
color, even when people belong to the same 
race. also, some people have parents who 
are different races. in america, people have 
paid a lot of attention to skin color and 
have used the idea of different races to give 
some groups of people better treatment 
than other groups.  

racism or racial injustice: treating people 
unfairly (or discriminating against people) 
based on their race is called racism or 
racial injustice. racism starts with a belief 
that certain races of people are better than 
others. racial injustice occurs when people 
of one race are given more privileges than 
people who are not of that race.

slavery: many years ago, light-skinned 
people from america and europe went 
to africa. they forced the dark-skinned 
african people who lived there to come to 
america, even though the african people 
wanted to remain in their own land. the 
americans treated the africans very 
badly during the journey and after they 
arrived in america. Laws were passed 
that said that the americans could own 
the africans and the africans were called 
slaves. the americans would not allow the 
african slaves to make any decisions for 
themselves. they forced slaves to work for 
them without paying them. they told the 
africans where to live and did not allow 
them to go to school. they could even 
sell them as slaves to another american, 
so that sometimes african parents or 
children would have to leave their families. 
many years later, some white americans 
realized the system of slavery that they 
had developed was very wrong. it took 
many years and a lot of struggle, but Black 
people and white people worked together 
to change the law so that slavery was not 
allowed anymore. Slavery is no longer 
legal in our country. however, after slavery 
ended, for many years there were different 
laws for Black americans than there were 
for white americans. For example, african 
americans had to go to different schools, sit 
at the back of the bus, and were not allowed 
to vote. now, the laws are the same for all 

americans, but unfortunately, african 
americans are still treated unfairly 
sometimes.  

stereotype: a stereotype is an idea about 
a group of people, which could be based 
on their skin color. You could also have a 
stereotype based on whether a person is 
a boy or girl, a person’s religion, or other 
qualities. a stereotype may be true about 
some people in the group. But a stereotype 
becomes a problem if you have an extreme 
idea that you wrongly think applies to 
everyone in a group. For example, it is 
true that some Black people are poor and 
don’t have much money. But it would be a 
stereotype to think that all or almost all 
Black people are poor. many Black people 
have good jobs and have enough money. 
here’s another example: it might be true 
that most men are stronger than most 
women in lifting weights. But it would 
be a stereotype to think that men and 
boys are stronger than women and girls 
in everything. there are lots of ways that 
boys and girls are both strong. also, some 
girls are stronger than some boys in certain 
situations. 

samPle Parent-Child  
Questions and answers
Something Happened in Our Town includes 
two family discussions about a police 
shooting of a Black man. it is likely that the 
story may prompt discussion in your family 
of race-related issues. Some discussions 
with your child may occur as a result of 
questions he or she asks. and yes, “kids do 
say the darndest things.” it’s okay to say, 
“i don’t know. Let me think about it” if you 
need some time to formulate a response. 



this section includes sample responses to 
possible questions or statements from your 
child, as well as some conversation-starting 
ideas for parents. try not to lecture, but 
ask follow-up questions and offer ideas as a 
way to start talking about these issues. 

many discussions can appropriately lead 
your child to the conclusion that “people 
may be different on the outside but have 
many similarities on the inside.” however, 
keep in mind that blanket statements such 
as “we are all the same inside” may shut 
down conversation and ignore the reality 
that there are some general differences in 
the experiences and perspectives of Black 
and white individuals in our society due in 
part to a history of racial injustice. 

“Shana’s skin is brown and dirty.  
Why doesn’t she take a bath?” 
(note: preschool children are concrete think-
ers and may confuse dark skin with dirt.)
her skin is not dirty. it is just a different  
color than yours. people have all sorts of 
skin colors, just like they have all sorts  
of hair colors. 

“Why do Black boys always act out in class?” 
what makes you say that? 
(note: when a child expresses a negative 
racial stereotype, it is important to ask “what 
makes you say that?” often the answer will 
provide an opportunity to counter unfair 
generalizations.)
“Lamar got in trouble twice yesterday.”
twice isn’t the same as always. are there 
some white boys who don’t follow rules 
sometimes? it’s not fair to think that all 
Black boys behave badly just because Lamar 
made several bad choices. it is not fair to 
think that all people with a certain skin 
color are going to act a certain way.  

all of us make some good and some bad 
choices.

“I don’t want to play with Jada because  
she is Black.”
(note: if your child expresses a prejudiced 
belief, stress that those beliefs are not 
acceptable. you might question your child to 
try to determine if he or she is frustrated with 
someone for reasons other than skin color. in 
that case, you can help your child solve that 
problem adaptively. another alternative is 
to highlight that people have many different 
characteristics beyond the color of their skin.)
in our family we don’t reject people based 
on their skin color. we choose friends based 
on what we like or don’t like about how 
they act. Can you think of some ways that 
you and Jada are alike? what about the 
games you like to play, the foods you like, 
and what you think is funny? how do each 
of you feel when you succeed at something? 
how do each of you feel when you are left 
out by other children? is it possible you are 
frustrated with Jada for reasons other than 
the fact that she is Black?

Your child tells a racist joke.
i know you are telling jokes to figure out 
what’s funny and what’s not. But it’s not a 
good choice to tell jokes that make fun of 
someone who is different than you. You have 
red hair, so how would you feel if someone 
told a joke that all people with red hair are 
silly clowns? that’s what it’s like to tell a 
joke that makes fun of people’s skin color. 
did you tell this joke to other kids? it would 
be a good idea to apologize for telling a 
mean joke.

“Why do Jamal’s parents have different  
skin colors from each other? You and Dad 
look the same.” 
(note: your child asks about a biracial 
family.)
Jamal’s mother’s ancestors came from 
africa many years ago, so she is an african 
american with darker skin. his father is 
white and his ancestors came from europe 
or russia or some other place. most people 
in our country came from somewhere 
else—people in our family did too. Jamal’s 
skin color is a blend of his parents’ skin 
colors. we are all blended from people from 
different places. i think that’s pretty cool 
and interesting. But i understand why you 
might have been confused, since the people 
in our family have very similar skin color. 

“Why did that man shoot those police 
officers?”
(note: this book focuses on the aftermath 
of a police officer shooting a Black man in 
the community. Children may also hear about 
police officers being shot. the reasons that 
police officers are shot vary and may not be 
known in some instances.)
we are still trying to understand why. 
he might have been a criminal who was 
trying to keep the police from arresting 
him and putting him in jail. he might have 
been angry because he believed police 
were treating Black people unfairly. or he 
might have a brain problem that made him 
confused about what was really happening 
so that he felt like he was in danger or on 
a mission. this is called a psychological 
problem. however, most people with 
psychological problems are not violent, 
just confused and scared. Shooting police is 
never right, no matter how confused  
you feel or how unfairly someone acted 
towards you.

You can prompt other discussions with your 
own questions. here are some examples 
of questions that can facilitate helpful 
discussions related to diversity and  
racial justice: 

•  “What do you think the world would be 
like if everyone was exactly the same?”

  a box of multicolored crayons can be 
a helpful analogy for the benefits of 
diversity.

•  “Do kids in your class ever get teased 
about being different in some way?”

•  “How do you think you would feel if 
you were Black and read this book (or 
watched this TV show, or saw this movie)?” 

  this is a good question to ask when you 
confront stereotypes in media materials.

•  “What is the same about you and (this 
story character)? What is different?”

•  “Who are the people in your life who help 
to keep you safe?”

samPle dialogues oF sPeCial 
releVanCe For aFriCan ameriCan 
Families
the following are some questions that 
african american children, in particular, 
might have, and some sample responses in 
child-friendly language. 

“Why do White people hate us?” 
when we are treated unfairly by white 
people because we are Black, it feels 
really bad and can make us believe that 
all white people hate us. this is surely not 
the case! Some white people may dislike 
Black people and treat them badly based 
on their race. this type of bad treatment 
may stem from slavery when white people 
were allowed to own Black people, and laws 
allowed Black people to be mistreated. 
treating Black people badly may have 
become a habit that is hard for some white 



people to break. this is a habit that may 
have been taught to some white people 
by their parents and grandparents. there 
are other white people who do not act like 
they hate Black people. these white people 
believe that all races should be treated 
fairly, which is a good habit. these white 
people may have been taught this good 
habit by their parents and grandparents. 
treating all races fairly and being open to 
differences is a good habit for our family to 
have and share with others.

“Sometimes I wish that I was White.”
other Black people have felt like this, so 
you are not alone. perhaps you feel this way 
because the discrimination and prejudice 
against Black people makes you feel it 
would be easier to live here if you were 
white. this is understandable, but if you 
were white, you wouldn’t be you. all of the 
things that you and i love about you would 
be different if you were not you. while it’s 
hard at times to be Black, it’s also great 
to be a part of such a wonderful race of 
people. Some white people want to be more 
like us because they like our dark skin and 
even try to tan to darken their skin. they 
like many things about our culture, such 
as our music, our dance, our art, our hair, 
and our skin color! they like our family life, 
how smart we are, and our determination 
to be a part of this country even though it’s 
hard when some people treat you unfairly 
or call you racist names. what’s important 
is accepting and loving ourselves while 
learning to understand and accept the 
differences between ourselves and other 
races. these differences really make the 
world a great place.

“A White boy in my class called me a (racial 
slur). If he says that again, I’m going to beat 
him up.”
i can see that you are pretty upset about 
this, which is certainly understandable! 
Calling people bad names is never good, 
and is especially hurtful if the name says 
mean things about you and your race. But, 
punching or beating him up is not a good 
solution. it may even convince the boy 
and others who are watching that the boy 
was right to call you the name, because 
fighting will show you behaving in an 
out-of-control way. although it would be 
quite hard, a better solution would be to 
calmly state that you don’t like being called 
that name, that it offends you, and that it 
does not describe who you are. You show 
the person that you are very strong when 
you stay calm and stand up for yourself 
this way. think of yourself as a superhero 
surrounded by a force field that makes 
racist remarks bounce off of you because 
you have the power of loving and standing 
up for yourself. if you feel that you cannot 
remain calm or if it is too hard for you to 
say these things, ignore the person and 
walk away. then it is helpful to talk about 
what happened with an adult you trust, just 
like you are doing now. 

“Why is Keisha’s skin so much lighter than 
mine? She says she is prettier.”
within the Black community, there are 
many different shades of skin color, from 
the darkest of dark to the lightest of light. 
Some Black people think that lighter 
skin is better than darker skin and some 
Black people like darker skin tones more 
than lighter skin tones. neither is better 
than the other. Judging a person based on 
whether they have light skin or dark skin 
is wrong. the type of person they are on 

the inside is what is most important. does 
this person treat others fairly? would this 
person be a good friend to me because i 
know that i can trust and depend on him or 
her? is this person honest? these questions 
are more important than making a decision 
about a person based on whether they are 
light skinned or dark skinned.
 
“What should I do if a police officer  
stops me?”
(note: two excellent videos about this topic 
are “how to raise a Black son in america” 
(ted talk by Clint smith) and “how to deal 
with the Police/Parents explain” (youtube 
video). links to these videos as well as other 
resources are available in the “additional 
resources” found online at www.apa.org/
pubs/magination/441B228.aspx. )
as you become older, there may be times 
when a police officer stops you. Being 
stopped by the police is not a reason to 
panic or run. it is a time to stop what you 
are doing, to listen carefully to what the 
policeman or woman is saying, and then to 
do what he or she says to do. Speak to the 
police in a respectful way and be truthful 
when you answer their questions. it would 
be okay to say you are nervous and to ask 
if you can call your parents. if the police 
stop you, it is important to keep your hands 
where the police can see them and to not 
move about quickly. tell the police if you 
are planning to look for something in your 
pocket, on the floor, or on the ground. if the 
police officer is not treating you fairly, we 
will figure out how to make things right 
in the future, but it is safer for you to stay 
calm and obey the police at that moment. 

“Could I get shot by the police?”
Because you are a child and not an adult, 
there probably won’t be situations where 

you are alone and the police would stop you 
or show you their gun. if you are with an 
adult whom you trust and the police stop 
the adult, listen carefully and follow the 
instructions from the adult. also, remember 
that most police officers never fire their 
guns during their whole careers because 
they try to solve problems without violence. 
there are many police officers who work 
hard and want to help people. 

additional resourCes
if you would like further information 
about related resources, please visit 
this book’s page at www.apa.org/pubs/
magination/441B228.aspx. the “additional 
resources” list includes the following: 

•  Lists of books for young children about: 
(1) resisting racial bias and advocating 
for civil rights, and (2) accepting oneself 
and valuing diversity

•  additional resource lists including books 
supporting racial pride for children 
of diverse ethnicities, resources for 
multicultural families, anti-bullying 
books, resources about community 
violence, and resources about racial 
injustice for older children

•  additional resources for parents

•  additional resources for teachers

Something Happened in Our Town is 
designed to engage young children in a 
compelling story as well as spark important 
discussions about racial injustice. these 
discussions can help children begin to 
identify and counter racial injustice in 
their daily lives. our hope is that your 
children, like Josh and emma, will actively 
work towards creating a “better pattern” in 
their community. 




